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Specification #2390, Reference 4200 Vac
Customer Stock Vacuum Quotation # 2390
Reference 4200 Vac Date 22-Jul-2020

ITEM DESCRIPTION QTY

CHASSIS-FLOWMARK
SUPPLIED

Chassis- TBD 1

IV-AL-42 4200 US Gallons Aluminum Vacuum Tank
     - 4200 total US gallons
     - single compartment tank
     - 1/4in barrel
     - 3/8in heads
     - reinforced sills with composite isolation boards
     - 12in primary shut off with 3in plumbing
     - 20in top manway
     - 20in rear cleanout
     - steps at top manway
     - full head anti-surge baffles
     - interior ring stiffeners as required
     - full length aluminum hose trays with diamond plate protector
     - 4in rear load line with 4in TTMA flange and stainless deflector
     - 6in discharge with 6in TTMA flange
     - (2) rear hose hooks
     - (3) 5in site eyes
     - LED light kit with S/T/T, (2) work lights, clearance and DOT triple lights
     - 10 year, no-leak tank warranty
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IV-PU-NVE866F Vacuum Pump
     - NVE866 MaxPak
     - fan cooled, 520cfm vane pump
     - air shift PTO for manual transmissions
     - frame mount NVE secondary shut off
     - frame mount NVE oil catch muffler
     - pump stand, gearbox, driveshaft
     - includes 3in brass lever valve, adapter and dust cap on inlet
     - includes 4in brass lever valve, adapter and dust cap on discharge
     - standard pumper bumper
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Optional Equipment Not Included in Total Price Above
IV-OPTION-V1 Valve Option

     - Upgrade inlet valve to 4in, with aluminum cam lock adapter and tethered dust cap
1

IV-OPTION-V2 Valve Option
     - Upgrade discharge valve to 6in, with aluminum cam lock adapter and tethered dust cap
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IV-OPTION-36CAB Toolbox
     - 36in, 48in or 60in frame mount toolbox
     - double barn door, smooth aluminum
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IV-OPTION-806(b) Garnett Gauge
     - Add Garnett 802(b)i tank level gauge
     - In cab or external remote display
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IV-TO-2C 2 Compartment Tank
     - 2 compartment tank (/)
     - 4" top fill, 2" top vent
     - 2" bottom pump feed
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IV-TO-36 Tank Option
     - 36" rear manway in place of 20"
     - aluminum neck
     - black painted steel lid
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IV-TO-HOIST Tank Option
     - front hoist, includes hoist brackets, rear hinge, frame brackets for hose trays

1

IV-TO-DOOR Tank Option
     - rear door, includes top cylinder, gasket, door, turn buckle closures
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IV-OPTION-HYD Hydraulic Install
     - hydraulic pump, reservoir, 2 spool valve for hoist and door
     - front hoist ram
     - rear opening door rams
     - air shift PTO for manual transmissions
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